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Performance Within reach

Whatever performance means to you, Atturo is the answer.















Equip your ride with Atturo and drive your way. 
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Atturo Users reviews












Fred
 | 
Chevrolet Equinox 2016 lt
 | 
 Verified Client





4.50











 | 
Posted on 2022-04-01








I drive quite a few miles per day. This is my second set. For the money they are more than worth it. I have them on my 2016 Equinox AWD LT. They drive an handle well. Worth the $$$$. You can't go wrong. Buy them. 





Reviewed from -
SIMPLE TIRE



AZ610











Michael T
 | 
Mazda Tribute 2003 LX
 | 
 Verified Client





4.50











 | 
Posted on 2021-05-04








This is an excellent tire for the money. The ride quality and handling far exceeded my expectations. I put them on my Mazda Tribute so it wasn't the smoothest ride to begin with, but it did make a big difference in the comfort. I'm pretty hard on tires and cornering on these gripped the road pretty good. They throw up a decent amount of spray in the rain, not that that is a way to rate a tire but I felt safe. I'd buy them again.





Reviewed from -
SIMPLE TIRE



AZ610











P e.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2023-11-05








Smooth ride Tired of the tires I was riding on (mud tires) because rough drive and the noise they created while driving on the road, I decided to purchase Atturo All Season tires. From the moment I drove out the tire shop, I noticed a quieter and smoother drive. Very happy with my purchase.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



AZ610











Todd K.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2023-08-11








Been running these for about a month now and the handling and ride are great. The tires balanced out without adding a ton of weights which is always a plus and sign of a well manufactured tire. The overall look of the tire and tread design is great and feel these will handle well in the snow belt this winter.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



AZ610











Earl
 | 
Dodge Charger 2018 SRT Hellcat
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2021-02-02








I put these on my 2018 Hellcat Charger. These work better than the Pirelli tires that come stock. They hook so much better. I read all these reviews and thought if they aren't what people say at least I didn't spend much on them. These are great. No more Pirelli tires for me. I am a true believer in these.





Reviewed from -
SIMPLE TIRE



AZ850











LEROY W.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2023-03-17








Great tires and great price !! This my second time purchasing this brand of tires and they have never failed me. I stand by AZ850 and my Hellcat and know My Tesla Model 3 Performance.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



AZ850











KEVIN C.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2023-09-21








A must have for all Dodge owners! I've only had these tires for about a week and all I can say is they are 10 times better than the ones that came on my Challenger, and those cost 3 times as much. Road noise has been cut in half. Grip is extra sticky. They look like racing tires. They take corners like a champ! They take the messed up roads and smooth them out!





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



AZ850











Jamie
 | 
2018 WB Hellcat
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2020-12-22








Tires are on a 2018 WB Hellcat and they hook a lot more than the stock pirellis- the ride improved overall with comfort and handling and you cannot beat the price on these things for anything comparable. It sounds ridiculous to put a $140 tire on a $80k performance car but don't second guess it - these things are great!





Reviewed from -
SIMPLE TIRE



AZ850











Dave
 | 
 Verified Client





4.50











 | 
Posted on 2020-02-01








These tires are far better on the ford transtar being 10 ply that the 6 ply that was on it , much less sway in this tall van.





Reviewed from -
SIMPLE TIRE



CV 400 FLEET











Larry T.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2019-05-04








The off road tire. I love these tires because they take me down roads that are very rocky that ordinary 4 ply tire would blow out. And on road driving these 6 ply tires grip even on wet pavement.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



CV 400 FLEET











Steve P.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2019-08-24








Im running these on an. Im running these on an 1981 1-ton dually lowrider. Big improvement.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



CV 400 FLEET











Taylor
 | 
Dodge Ram 2500 Laramie 2010 4x4 Mega Cab
 | 
 Verified Client





4.50











 | 
Posted on 2021-06-07








So far so good. The noise level is excellent. I really only hear them at lower speeds and even then it's not all that much. They balanced out really good. The tread is much deeper than you would think in my opinion. But for the price I don't feel like I was compromising anything. They had everything I needed in a tire.





Reviewed from -
SIMPLE TIRE



TRAIL BLADE ATS











Joshua B.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2022-08-15








Excellent tires. These tires have a nice tread pattern, they don't throw hardly and rocks. I drive quite a bit of gravel. On the highway they are fairly quiet for now, but I expect them to get a little more of a growl as they wear with the more aggressive tread. I am very pleased with these tires. I would recommend them to any one.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



TRAIL BLADE ATS











JEFFREY B.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2022-12-13








Great value. Love the tread pattern and really like the ride. For a 12 ply tire it rides incredibly well. Typically large tires like mine 35x12.5x20 balancing is an issue. We used internal beads for this task and they are awesome.. RECOMMENDED!





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



TRAIL BLADE ATS











Pat
 | 
2014 RAM 1500 lone-star
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2022-05-24








I've put about 500 miles on these Atturo Blade A/T tires on my Ram truck. They are exceptional tires!!! The handling is GREAT in both wet or dry conditions. The ride is very comfortable with no road noise!!! I would highly recommend these A/T tires to anyone in the market!!!!





Reviewed from -
SIMPLE TIRE



TRAIL BLADE A/T











Danielle
 | 
Ford F-350 1992 XL
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2022-08-29








Put these on a 92 f350 idi that I use almost exclusively for towing a car trailer on highways. Drove from NJ to KY/WV border with full car trailer and tires rode quietly, no weird wear patterns. Somewhat hard to find size and this was a great price.





Reviewed from -
SIMPLE TIRE



TRAIL BLADE A/T











GARY G.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2023-11-11








Smooth and quiet riding with good handling.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



TRAIL BLADE A/T











Kelly S.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2020-12-14








These tires exceeded my expectations! This was our second experience with Priority Tire and would never buy tires from anyone else. Spoke with customer service in a live chat and they were very helpful.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



TRAIL BLADE A/T











CHUCK H.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2023-03-03








F@!king awesome tire. Love the look of these tires 375/55/R20, on my tundra with a 6" suspension and 3" body, bad ass. I will say the only bad thing is the were shipped FedEx and that experience was horrific, but the tires are awesome





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



TRAIL BLADE BOSS











RICHARD
 | 
GMC Sierra 1500 2001 SL 4x4
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2021-07-02








Ran these for about 5K miles and beyond please. They still look brand new and ride smooth at highway speeds. Handle great in the rain! Would definitely recommend these to someone looking for a great tire. Only negative thing is between like 48-50/51 they bounce but that's partially due to balancing/front end needing to be re-done.





Reviewed from -
SIMPLE TIRE



TRAIL BLADE BOSS











Henry L.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2021-03-28








Great looking tire Looked around for a good tire so that I still can tow with. They look great, they feel great with a load on them. I've got no tire sway, they are a little noisy but that is to be expected with 13.50s. They fit great with 12 inch wide rims. They are not a soft tire so they should last a long time.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



TRAIL BLADE MTS











Jeffrey B.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2021-11-07








Absolutely love these tires so far, fairly quiet on the road and have a great grip in the mud.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



TRAIL BLADE MTS











Will
 | 
Ford F-150 2016 XLT w/H.D. Payload Pkg.
 | 
 Verified Client





4.50











 | 
Posted on 2022-01-24








60k miles and still have 10k left. Wear perfectly even. No noise after the 10ply 1800 initial miles soften up a bit. Never cup. Great performance in mud, and snow for a M/T. Probably the best tire I've ever purchased.





Reviewed from -
SIMPLE TIRE



TRAIL BLADE M/T











Hector M.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2021-03-12








Great M/T. Best bang for you buck. Have them on some OEM 22" silverado wheels. 33x12.522r





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



TRAIL BLADE M/T











DENNIS W.
 | 
2018 Jeep Wrangler
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2023-02-05








Second Set. This is the second set of Atturo tires I have bought for my 2018 Jeep Wrangler. First set was 33/12.50/18R and put 50,000 miles on that set. I bought this second set and bought 35/12.50/18R. Hoping to get another 50,000 miles on these. Priority great to work with a great pricing.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



TRAIL BLADE X/T











Jonathan D
 | 
Ford F-150 2000 XLT (21mm hex lug nut)
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2021-03-17








Went out on a limb on this purchase. Hadn't heard much about Atturo or the X/T Trail Blades when i first started researching. Rand into a guy that was on his second set. Said he loved them. So i gave it a shot. About three months in and I have to say the same. Love these tires. For the amount of tread on these tires, they're impressively quite. Great response and all around handling. Couldn't wait a week to get them dirty. Extremely pleased.





Reviewed from -
SIMPLE TIRE



TRAIL BLADE X/T











NATHAN P.
 | 
 Verified Client





5.00











 | 
Posted on 2023-05-02








Excellent Quality, Fast Shipping, Great Product. Quality looks even better in person and shipped fast. No issues, great product.





Reviewed from -
PRIORITY TIRE



TRAIL BLADE X/T

































































atturo’s bestseller

Trail Blade X/T

The hybrid tire is the future of SUV/4x4 tires, ready for every adventure today.













The best protection in

Powersports 



































PERFORMANCE WITHIN REACH

Equip your ride with Atturo and drive your way.









Headquarters

3250 N. Oak Grove Ave.

Waukegan, IL 60087

P: 855.632.8031

E: [email protected]
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